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Abstract 13 

Background: Combinatory drug therapy for complex diseases, such as HSV infection and 14 

cancers, has a more significant efficacy than single-drug treatment. However, one key 15 

challenge is how to effectively and efficiently determine the optimal concentrations of 16 

combinatory drugs because the number of drug combinations increases exponentially with the 17 

types of drugs.  18 

Results: In this study, a searching method based on Markov chain is presented to optimize the 19 



 2 

combinatory drug concentrations. Its performance is compared with four stochastic 20 

optimization algorithms as benchmark methods by simulation and biological experiements. 21 

Both simulation results and experimental data demonstrate that the Markov Chain-based 22 

approach is more reliable and efficient than the benchmark algorithms. 23 

Conclusion: This article provides a versatile method for combinatory drug screening, which is 24 

of great significance for clinical drug combination therapy.  25 

Keywords: Combinatory Drug Optimizations; Markov Chain; Transition Probability; 26 

Stationary Balance Distribution; Combinatory Therapy 27 

Background 28 

In the practice of clinical treatment, a single drug often fails to achieve the desired efficacy 29 

because the single drug in general aims at a single target of diseased cells and cannot remedy 30 

all aberrantly functioning pathways because of the robustness of organisms. The drug may also 31 

have poor safety profiles owing to various factors [1], including compensatory changes in 32 

cellular networks upon drug stimulation [2], redundancy [3], crosstalk [4], and off-target 33 

activities [5]. In contrast, drug mixtures are generally more effective than single effectors 34 

because multiple drugs simultaneously act on different pathways and cell targets, potentially 35 

leading to higher efficacy and lower toxicity because of drug synergy [6]. Therefore, in the 36 

clinical treatment of complex diseases, such as parasitic nematode infections or herpes simplex 37 

virus (HSV), a variety of drugs have been used in combination for treatment improvement [7]. 38 

The infection of parasitic nematodes (or roundworms) poses a serious safety hazard to humans 39 

and livestock [8], and the anthelmintics (or antinematode drugs) are highly susceptible to drug 40 
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resistance. It has been proved that a variety of combinations of multiple anthelmintic drugs, 41 

rather than a single medicine, can enhance the deworming effect [9]. In the case of the 42 

eradication of wild-type Caenorhabditis elegans worms, it is more effective to use four 43 

combinatory drugs (levamisole, pyrantel, tribendimidine, and methyridine) than single drugs 44 

[10]. Traditional treatments of HSV-I, one of the most common sexually transmitted infections, 45 

often include virus-specific drugs, which are effective at the beginning but exhibit limited long-46 

term efficacy as drug-resistant strains develop. However, a combination of six drugs (IFN-α, 47 

acyclovir, IFN-γ ,ribavirin, IFN-β  and TNF-α ) was demonstrated to be the most promising 48 

therapy for the reason that the drugs in the combinatory treatment can act simultaneously on 49 

the multiple pathways and cellular protein complexes, and, therefore, regulate all relevant 50 

pathways, potentially blocking HSV-I replication [11]. Combined use of multiple drugs is also 51 

a common practice in the treatment of cancers to achieve higher efficacy and potency. For 52 

example, in the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, the drugs, pirarubicin, velet, cytarabine 53 

and prednisone, are usually used in combination, which the chemotherapy effect is 54 

remarkablely enhanced [12]. 55 

However, owing to the inherent complexity of biological systems and internal structure of 56 

cells and, particularly, to the huge searching space, it is extremely challenging to effectively 57 

and efficiently to determine the optimal drug mixture from all possible drug combinations 58 

through trial and error. For example, there are 𝑛 drugs and each drug has 𝑚 concentration 59 

candidates, it is necessary to find the optimal drug mixture in the space of 𝑚𝑛 combinations. 60 

Obviously, as the types of drug increase, the number of combinations increases exponentially, 61 

and it is impossible to test all cases of drug combinations because it takes a considerable amount 62 
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of time to perform the testing experiments. Therefore, it is important to explore how to reduce 63 

the number of experiments and predict the optimal combinatory drug concentration accurately 64 

and quickly. 65 

For these reasons, the optimization of drug combination has attracted considerable 66 

attention in recent years, and several methods for predicting the optimal combinatory drug 67 

concentrations have been proposed [13-20]. A feedback system control (FSC) method was 68 

developed to search for optimal synergistic combinatory drugs for the treatment of diseases 69 

[16]. The FSC method starts with a set of initial concentrations of combinatory drugs with 70 

defined drug doses, and the efficacies of the combinatory drugs on the cells at the given 71 

concentrations are evaluated according to the phenotypic output response of the cells. Then, 72 

the next predictions of the concentrations of drug mixtures are conducted based on the previous 73 

drug testing results with a certain searching algorithm, such as the Gur game (GG) algorithm, 74 

modified Gur game (MGG) algorithm, differential evolution (DE) algorithm, and continuous 75 

adaptive population reduction (CAPR) method, and the FSC method iteratively approaches a 76 

globally optimal combinatory drug mixture [19]. However, in some cases, these algorithms 77 

may degrade the overall performance of FSC owing to the inherent shortcomings of these 78 

algorithmic frameworks [17-20]. FSC with the GG and MGG algorithms often falls in 79 

oscillatory curves instead of giving a convergent output. It converges too early to a local 80 

extremum with the DE algorithm, thereby forming a premature convergence phenomenon, and 81 

it lacks a unified parameter controlling strategy with the CAPR algorithm to satisfy various 82 

applications. Furthermore, the FSC iterates its searching process, in which the next iteration 83 

requires biological experiments with the predicted combinatory drug doses for further 84 
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evaluation and prediction. Thus, the optimization of combinatory drugs with FSC is quite 85 

inefficient because a significant amount of time is spent on the testing experiments. 86 

In this paper, an optimization method based on Markov chain models is proposed to search 87 

for optimal combinatory drug concentrations with excellent performance. In this method, the 88 

searching process of the optimal drug concentration is converted into a Markov chain with 89 𝑁 = 𝑚𝑛 state variables representing all possible drug combinations, where 𝑛 refers to the 90 

number of drugs, and 𝑚  is the number of discretized concentrations for each drug. This 91 

Markov chain can be depicted by a network of 𝑁 nodes in the space of 𝑅𝑛, where the nodes 92 

refer to the state variables. Assuming that all the possible drug combinations have equal 93 

probability to be the optimal mixture without having prior knowledge about the efficacy of the 94 

drug mixtures, a matrix of transition probability can be initialized so that the stationary 95 

distribution vector of the Markov chain has an equal value of 1/𝑁 for all its states. Then the 96 

searching process for the optimal combinatory drug concentrations is equivalent to updating 97 

the transition probability matrix and seeking the the state with the maximum value in the 98 

stationary distribution vector. 99 

The proposed method was validated by both simulation and biological experiments. In the 100 

simulation experiments, the proposed Markov-chain-based method was compared with the four 101 

benchmark algorithms (GG, MGG, DE, and CAPR) in the FSC framework. In biological 102 

experiments, the survival rate of cells under two combinatory drugs is regarded as the response 103 

function, and the Markov-chain-based method was compared with GG and MGG in FSC. The 104 

results of the simulation and biological experiments prove that the algorithm based on the 105 
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Markov chain outperforms the selected benchmark algorithms in terms of accuracy and 106 

efficiency. In summary, this study provides a versatile, novel method for efficiently optimizing 107 

combinational drug concentrations, and the work is of great significance for clinical drug 108 

combination therapy. 109 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, the preliminary theories of the 110 

Markov chain are discussed briefly, and the Markov-chain-based method is presented. Then 111 

the simulation and biological experiments are described, and the experimental results are 112 

discussed to compare the performance of the proposed Markov chain-based method with other 113 

benchmark algorithms. In the last, we conclude this article. 114 

Methods 115 

In this section, first, some basic theories of the discrete-time Markov chain are briefly 116 

reviewed. The optimization problem of combinational drug therapy is formulated with 117 

assumptions, and the general idea of the Markov-chain-based approach to the optimization of 118 

drug combinations are described. The detailed algorithms in the cases of one drug and two 119 

drugs are given in Supplementary Materials. 120 

Markov Chain Theory 121 

A Markov chain is a special kind of Markov stochastic process with a set of discrete states. 122 

It starts in one of these states and moves successively from one state to another, satisfying the 123 

Markov property. Markov chains are a mathematical model to describe a process in which the 124 

next state of the system depends only on the present state, and not on the preceding states. In 125 

other words, the process loses its memory of the past over time. 126 
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Definition of a Markov Chain: When {𝑋𝑛, 𝑛 ≥ 0} is a random sequence taking values in a 127 

finite or countable discrete set, where 𝛷 =  {1,2, … , 𝑁}  or 𝛷 =  𝑁  typically, the 128 

process 𝑋(𝑛) = 𝑋𝑛 for 𝑛 = 1,2, … is a Markov chain if  129 

𝑃(𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑛+1|𝑋𝑛 = 𝑠𝑛, 𝑋𝑛−1 = 𝑠𝑛−1, … , 𝑋0 = 𝑠0) = 𝑃(𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑛+1|𝑋𝑛 = 𝑠𝑛)       (1) 130 

where 𝑛 ≥ 0  and 𝑠𝑛+1, 𝑠𝑛, 𝑠𝑛−1, … , 𝑠0 ∈ 𝛷 , and the values taken by the random variables 131 𝑋𝑛  are called the states of the chain. Moreover, if the transition probability 132 𝑃(𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑠𝑛+1|𝑋𝑛 = 𝑠𝑛) = 𝑝𝑖𝑗  for 𝑠𝑛+1 = 𝑗  and 𝑠𝑛 = 𝑖  is independent of 𝑛 , then 𝑃 =133 {𝑝𝑖𝑗} is called the transition probability matrix.  134 

Stationary Distribution: For a Markov chain with the transition probability matrix 𝑃 = {𝑝𝑖𝑗}, 135 

a probability distribution vector 𝜋  is called a “stationary distribution” if 𝜋  has entries  136 {𝜋𝑗 ≥ 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛷} such that the following conditions hold. 137 

                        








 j j

P
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   (2) 

138 

where 𝜋 = 𝜋𝑃 is called the “balance equation.” 139 

Assumptions 140 

Before introducing the combinatorial drug optimization method based on the Markov 141 

chain, it is assumed that there are two assumptions: 142 

 With the slow change in the concentration of the combination drugs, the effect of the 143 

drug on the experimental subject also changes smoothly. 144 

 The number of drug combinations is limited. 145 
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The above two assumptions are reasonable for the optimization of combined drug 146 

concentrations. The organism does not change dramatically under smooth input from the 147 

outside world. In the experiment, the concentration of the drug combination is a few discrete 148 

points. Under the above two assumptions, the combinatorial drug optimization problem can be 149 

expressed using a finite-state Markov chain . 150 

Method Description 151 

First, a general example is depicted to illustrate the main idea of the method. Suppose that 152 

there are n kinds of drugs and each drug has m possible concentrations, then the state space 153 Φ = {1,2, … , 𝑚𝑛} represents the set of mn combinatory drug concentrations in an ascending 154 

order. Our goal is to find the optimal concentration from the state space. Here, the drug response 155 

function or death rate of cells can be represented by a normalized function 𝑓(𝑥) ∈ [0,1] for 156 𝑥 ∈ 𝛷 . The higher value of the 𝑓(𝑥) , the better effect of the drug combination at the 157 

corresponding concentration, leading to higher cell death rate. 𝑓(𝑥)=0 means that the drug 158 

combination at the concentration level 𝑥  is completely ineffective while 𝑓(𝑥) =1 indicates 159 

that the drug combination achieves its best treatment efficacy. Our aim is to find the best 160 

concentration 𝑥∗  for drug combination with the maximum value of the objective function 161 𝑓(𝑥) as follows: 162 

   𝑥∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓(𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ 𝛷                             163 

(3) 164 

As shown in Fig. 1, in the case of three drugs, it is necessary to construct a three-165 

dimensional network structure of Markov chain. Each drug has m concentration levels and a 166 
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total of 𝑚3  concentration combinations constitutes the state space Φ = {1,2, … , 𝑚3} . The 167 

states in Φ represent the drug combination of different concentrations. For any 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛷; if 168 𝑓(𝑖)> 𝑓(𝑗), it is implied that the efficacy of the drug combination at the concentration level 𝑖 169 

greater than that at concentration level 𝑗 . Likely, in the general case of n drugs, an n-170 

dimensional network of Markov chain can be constructed, and the state space Φ consists of 171 𝑚𝑛 states if each drug has m concentration levels. 172 

 173 

Fig. 1. State-transition diagram of an irreducible homogeneous aperiodic and positive 174 

recurrent Markov chain with 𝑚3 states 175 

In order to search for the optimal drug combination, a key assumption with the Markov 176 

chain model is that, for any state 𝑥(𝑡), the state 𝑥(𝑡 + 1) at the next moment always comes 177 

from the current state 𝑥(𝑡), and the states have a larger probability shifting to the direction 178 

with a larger objective function. In other words, at the step 𝑡, if the objective function for the 179 

state 𝑥(𝑡) is 𝑓(𝑥(𝑡)), then the state 𝑥(𝑡) can select to transfer to its adjacent states to obtain 180 

the next state by comparing its function value with those at the adjacent states and choosing 181 

the state with a relatively higher objective fucntion value for the next step. The benefits of this 182 

approach are obvious. As 𝑡  approaches infinity, the state transfers to the optimal state x*, 183 

which means that the probability at the global maximum of the objective function is the greatest.  184 
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Reconsidering the Markov chain model described above, from the state transition diagram 185 

shown in Fig. 1, it is obvious that it is a random walk with any two adjacent states. Searching 186 

for the optimal drug concentration is equivalent to seeking the state with the largest steady-187 

state probability in the stationary distribution. Therefore, a transition probability matrix P of 188 𝑚𝑛 × 𝑚𝑛  is initialized and then updated iteratively for searching for the optimal drug 189 

combination with the Markov chain model. Firstly, according to the initial state, the 190 

corresponding matrix P is constructed, and two suitable experimental points are selected from 191 𝑚𝑛 × 𝑚𝑛. Secondly, the state transition probability matrix is updated and then the balance 192 

equation is solved to achieve the stationary state distribution. After multiple iterations, the 193 

algorithm converges with a predefined criteria, the maximum value in its stationary distribution 194 

is the corresponding optimal state sought, that is, the optimal combination of drug 195 

concentration levels. 196 

It is noteworthy that the initialization of the transition probability matrix is not unique. 197 

Without having prior knowledge about the efficacy of the drug mixtures, it is reasonable to 198 

assume that all the possible drug combinations have equal probability to be the optimal mixture 199 

and a matrix of transition probability can be initialized so that the stationary distribution vector 200 

of the Markov chain has an equal value of 1/𝑁 for all its states. In this study, the transition 201 

matrix is initialized such that, on the network, every pair of adjacent states has an equal 202 

transition probability to move back and forth between each other, and every state has the same 203 

transition probability to move to all its adjacent states. In particular, the state on the edge of the 204 

network has a certain probability to go back to itself. Then, the Markov-chain-based approach 205 

to optimizing the combinatory drugs turns into a process of repeatedly updating the transition 206 
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matrix by comparing the efficacies of pairs of adjacent drug combinations and then computing 207 

the corresponding stationary distribution vector until a certain convergent criterion is satisfied. 208 

The steady state that has the maximal distribution probability is referred to as the optimal drug 209 

combination.  210 

The general procedure of the optimization algorithm for combinatory drugs based on the 211 

Markov chain model is described as follows. 212 

Step 1: The Markov chain and the corresponding transition probability matrix are 213 

initialized according to the numbers of drugs and concentration levels 214 

Step 2: Suitable adjacent combinations of experimental points are selected. 215 

Step 3: The transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is updated according to the 216 

difference in the drug response functions at the corresponding suitable experimental points. 217 

Step 4: The corresponding stationary distribution is solved according to the updated 218 

transition probability matrix using the balance equation. 219 

Step 5: It is determined whether the stationary distribution converges. If it converges, the 220 

algorithm stops; otherwise, it returns to the second step, or, when the predetermined number of 221 

iterations is reached, the algorithm stops. 222 

A single drug and two kinds of drugs are taken as examples to introduce the searching 223 

algorithm we proposed in Supplementary Materials. 224 

Simulation Experiments and Discussion 225 
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A simulation was used to compare the performances of the Markov-chain-based algorithm 226 

we proposed and four other algorithms: the GG algorithm, MGG algorithm, DE algorithm and 227 

CAPR method. The principle of these four algorithms are introduced briefly in Supplementary 228 

Materials. 229 

Predicting the Optimal Concentration of Single-Drug 230 

As shown in Figs. 2(a)~(o), three drug response functions are used to compare the 231 

performance using the Markov-chain-based algorithm, GG algorithm and the DE algorithm. 232 

As shown in Fig. 2, the GG-based algorithm oscillates around some states (Fig. 2(d)) or stays 233 

in a suboptimal state (Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(f)). The DE algorithm converges too early to the 234 

local extremum (Fig. 2(i)). The CAPR algorithm oscillates in a relatively small range but does 235 

not converge to a final state (Figs. 2(g)~(i)). The proposed Markov chain algorithm can find 236 

the optimal state in a few steps (Figs. 2(j)~(l)).  237 

Unlike the limitations of GG- and DE-based algorithms we have mentioned in 238 

Supplementary Materials, the Markov-chain-based algorithm can avoid the disadvantages we 239 

mentioned above and predict the state at which the optimal drug combination concentration 240 

should have excellent performance (Figs. 2(j) ~(l)). The experimental points in the state space 241 

are selected evenly. The state with the largest steady-state probability in the balance 242 

distribution is the output we found by the algorithm based on the Markov chain and the output 243 

is usually unique. Moreover, using the GG- and DE-based algorithms, the prediction and the 244 

experiment results of the drug concentration combination are serial. Thence, our proposed 245 

algorithm using parallel experiments is more efficient than the GG- and DE-based algorithms 246 
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using serial experiments.    247 

As shown in Figs. 2(m)~(o), the stationary distributions  π = (𝜋1, 𝜋2, … , 𝜋𝑁 )  change 248 

gradually with the update of transition probability matrices. Finally, the shape of the stationary 249 

distribution resembles the shape of the drug response function, which explains why the 250 

algorithm we proposed is effective for searching for the optimal combinatory drugs. 251 

 252 

Fig. 2 Three drug response functions and numerical simulations using five different 253 

algorithms. (a)~(c): drug response functions; (d)~(f): GG algorithm and MGG algorithm; 254 
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(g)~(i):DE algorithm and CAPR algorithm; (j)~(l): Markov-chain-based algorithm,(m)~(o) 255 

the stationary distributions. 256 

Predicting the Optimal Combination of Multiple Drugs 257 

As shown in Fig. 3A-(a) Fig. 3B-(a), two drug response functions were used to evaluate the 258 

performance of the Markov-chain-based algorithm. As shown in Figs. 3A-(b)~(f) and Figs. 3B-259 

(b)~(f), according to the smooth distribution of the peak function using Markov-chain-based 260 

optimization algorithm, the number of interval iterations between each graph is 10 steps. As 261 

the number of iterations increases, the smooth distribution surface gradually converges to the 262 

response function of the two drug combinations.  263 

 264 

Fig. 3 Two drug response functions and corresponding stationary distributions based on 265 

Markov chain: as the number of iteration steps increases, the steady distribution surface 266 
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converges to the drug response surface: (A) Rastrigin-based function and (B) De Jong-based 267 

function 268 

Table 1 lists the comparisons of the performance between the algorithm we proposed and 269 

the other four algorithms. The algorithm is regarded as effective if the optimized output 270 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) is larger than the threshold (λ) or the output we predicted is among the top P%(even 271 

if the results we predicted is far from the real maximum value). It can be concluded that the 272 

reliability and efficiency of the algorithm we proposed are better than that of the other 273 

algorithms. 274 

Table 1. Performance comparison of five algorithms 275 

  GG MGG DE EDE Markov chain  

 Success  

rate 

# of 

iters 

Success  

rate 

# of 

iters 

Success  

rate 

# of 

iters 

Success  

rate 

# of  

ites 

Success  

rate 

# of 

iters 

A 𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟓 0.82 85.6 0.92

  

60.2 0.78 88.4 0.85 78.2 1.00 43.6 

P = 5% 0.95 35.2 0.99 25.3 0.62 43.3 0.72 44.5 1.00 22.3 

B 𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟓 0.13 45.1 1.00 53.4 0.26 43.4 0.33 38.4 1.00 15.2 

P = 5% 0.15 32.3 1.00 45.7 0.09 47.7 0.21 45.2 1.00 19.9 

 276 

Biological Experiments and Discussion 277 
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Cell Culture 278 

The cell lines used in this study were obtained from the School of Medical Device, Shenyang 279 

Pharmaceutical University (Shenyang, China). MCF-7 cells (human breast cancer cell line) and 280 

BXPC-3 cells (human pancreatic cancer cell line) were cultured in RPMI-1640 (Thermo 281 

Scientific HyClone, Logan, UT, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin–282 

streptomycin solution at 37°C (5% CO2). 283 

Cell Proliferation Assay 284 

Cells were plated onto 96-well plates (8 × 103 cells/well for MCF-7 and 8 × 103 cells/well 285 

for BXPC-3) and allowed to attach for 24 h. Cells were incubated with free drugs dissolved in 286 

an appropriate cell culture medium at serial concentrations for 72 h. For treatments containing 287 

DOX and PTX, each contained nine concentrations ranging from 0 to 5000 nM according to 288 

DOX-equivalent concentration with a total of 81 concentration combinations with six complex 289 

holes per concentration. Following incubation, 10 µL of cell counting kit-8 (CCK8) (Dojindo) 290 

was added to each well in the dark and incubated at 37°C (5% CO2) for 2 h. After incubation, 291 

a microplate reader (Thermo, Multiskan FC) was used to measure the number of viable cells 292 

in each well of a 96-well plate at a wavelength of 450 nm. 293 

Performance Comparison  294 

The response functions of two combined drugs, paclitaxel (PTX) and doxorubicin 295 

hydrochloride (DOX), on two kinds of cell, MCF-7 and BXPC-3, were selected to compare the 296 

performance of the algorithm we proposed and the other two GG-based algorithms. Fig. 4A-297 

(a) and Fig. 4B-(a) are the two combined drug response functions. (The green circle drawn in 298 

https://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.1.4320&q=%E8%83%B0%E8%85%BA
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the fig is the maximum point of the drug response function, the red square is the maximum 299 

point found using the GG algorithm, and the black square is the maximum point found using 300 

the MGG algorithm.) Fig. 4A-(b) and Fig. 4B-(b) are the performance of the original GG 301 

algorithm, Fig. 4A-(c) and Fig. 4B-(c) are the performance of the MGG algorithm, and Fig. 302 

4A-(d) and Fig. 4B-(d) are the performance of the Markov-chain-based algorithm to find the 303 

optimal combination of PTX and DOX. Figs. 4A-(b)~(c) and Figs. 4B-(b)~(c) show the 304 

nonrobustness of the GG and MGG algorithms. From Fig. 4, we can draw conclusions similar 305 

to those in the simulation. The original GG algorithm can easily lead to falling into the local 306 

optimal value (Fig. 4A-(b) and Fig. 4B-(b)). As shown in Fig. 4A-(c) and Fig. 4B-(c)，the 307 

MGG algorithm may take many iterations if the starting point and the optimal state are far away. 308 

It is obvious that the point found by MGG algorithm is the local optimal value as shown in the 309 

black square in Fig. 4A-(a) and Fig. 4B-(a).  310 

 311 

Fig. 4 Two drug response functions and numerical simulations using three different algorithms: 312 
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(A) drug response function of PTX and DOX on MCF-7 cells. (a): drug response function; (b): 313 

using GG algorithm; (c): using MGG algorithms; (d): using Markov-chain-based algorithm; 314 

(B) drug response function of PTX and DOX on BXPC-3 cells: (a): drug response function; 315 

(b): using GG algorithm; (c): using MGG algorithms (d): using Markov-chain-based algorithm 316 

In the Fig. 4A-(d) and Fig. 4B-(d), when the Markov-chain-based algorithm is used, the 317 

global optimal combination can be found within only a few iterations. As the experiment and 318 

calculation are parallel, the proposed algorithm is much more efficient. 319 

Shown in Table 2 are performance comparisons of the two GG-based algorithms and the 320 

Markov-chain-based algorithm. Similar to the results of simulation, the efficiency and accuracy 321 

of the Markov-chain-based algorithm we proposed are much better than that of the other two 322 

GG-based stochastic algorithms. 323 

Table 2. Performance comparison of three algorithms 324 

  GG Algorithm MGG Algorithm Markov Chain Algorithm 

Success rate # of 

iterations 

Success rate # of 

iterations 

Success rate # of 

iterations 

MCF-7 𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟕 0.20 10.8 0.39 5.4 1.00 19.0 

𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟖 0 NaN 0 NaN 1.00 19.0 

𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟗 0 NaN 0 NaN 1.00 19.2 

𝐏 = 𝟓% 0 NaN 0 NaN 1.00 19.2 
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BXPC-3 𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟕 0.48 11.0 0.20 1.0 1.00 7.0 

𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟖 0.05 8.2 0 NaN 1.00 7.0 

𝛌 = 𝟎. 𝟗 0 NaN 0 NaN 1.00 19.0 

𝐏 = 𝟓% 0 NaN 0 NaN 1.00 19.0 

Stationary Distribution Evolution and Find the Optimal Value 325 

As shown in Fig. 5, two drug response functions of the two combinatory drugs were used. 326 

Fig. 5A-(a) and Fig. 5B-(a) are the two combinatory drugs acting on MCF-7 and BXPC-3 cell 327 

lines respectively (the green circle is the maximum value of the drug response function). Figs. 328 

5A-(b)~(f) and Figs. 5B-(b)~(f) are the stationary distribution at different iterations. (The red 329 

circle is the maximum point found at the current iteration.) The number of interval iterations 330 

between each graph is 10 steps. It can be concluded that the stationary distributions of the 331 

response functions are going to vary as the updating of the transition probability matrices. 332 

Finally, the shape of the stationary distribution is similar to the that of drug response functions. 333 

At approximately 20 iterations, the optimal drug concentration combination can be found, 334 

which explains why the Markov-chain-based algorithm performs very well for optimizing the 335 

combinatory drugs. 336 
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 337 

Fig. 5 Stationary distributions of two drug response functions converging to the shapes similar 338 

to the drug response function and finding the optimal drug concentration combination as the 339 

transition probability matrices are updated. 340 

Conclusion 341 

In this study, a novel Markov-chain-based approach was proposed to solve the problem of 342 

the optimization of combinatory drugs. The basic principle of the proposed method was 343 

introduced, and the steps of the algorithm used in the general case were illustrated in detail. 344 

Furthermore, the algorithm was promoted to cases of one-dimensional and two-dimensional 345 
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situations. In the simulation part, three one-dimensional functions and two two-dimensional 346 

functions with different characteristics were introduced. The performances of two GG-based 347 

algorithms, two DE-based algorithms, and the proposed Markov chain method were compared, 348 

and the shortcomings of the other four algorithms were shown and analyzed. Based on the 349 

results of the cell inhibitory rate experiments, the response functions of two combined drugs 350 

were used to compare the performances of the Markov-chain-based method and two GG-based 351 

algorithms. The simulation and experiment results show that the Markov-chain-based 352 

algorithm performs much better than that of the other two algorithms in terms of  efficiency 353 

as well as quality. The stationary distributions converged to a similar shape to the response 354 

functions of two combinatory drugs, which is consistent with the results of the simulations. 355 

This proves the Markov-chain-based algorithm we proposed has an excellent performance. 356 
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Figures

Figure 1

State-transition diagram of an irreducible homogeneous aperiodic and positive recurrent Markov chain
with m3 states



Figure 2

Three drug response functions and numerical simulations using �ve different algorithms. (a)~(c): drug
response functions; (d)~(f): GG algorithm and MGG algorithm; (g)~(i):DE algorithm and CAPR algorithm;
(j)~(l): Markov-chain-based algorithm,(m)~(o) the stationary distributions.



Figure 3

Two drug response functions and corresponding stationary distributions based on Markov chain: as the
number of iteration steps increases, the steady distribution surface converges to the drug response
surface: (A) Rastrigin-based function and (B) De Jong-based function



Figure 4

Two drug response functions and numerical simulations using three different algorithms: (A) drug
response function of PTX and DOX on MCF-7 cells. (a): drug response function; (b): using GG algorithm;
(c): using MGG algorithms; (d): using Markov-chain-based algorithm; (B) drug response function of PTX
and DOX on BXPC-3 cells: (a): drug response function; (b): using GG algorithm; (c): using MGG algorithms
(d): using Markov-chain-based algorithm



Figure 5

Stationary distributions of two drug response functions converging to the shapes similar to the drug
response function and �nding the optimal drug concentration combination as the transition probability
matrices are updated.


